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Diabetic foot ulcer patients 
in Kuwait to receive 
innovative treatment

Paco Renteria: 
World renowned 
master guitarist 
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Kuwait in Global Cities of Future - 6th in GCC
Kuwait needs to improve its 

global appeal if it is to rank 
higher on the ‘Global Cities of the 
Future’ list, reveals a new study on 
successful cities around the world. 

The report, titled ‘Global Cities of the 
Future – a GCC Perspective‘, finds that 
even among the handful of cities in 
the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) 
countries, Kuwait is ranked only sixth.

The new study, published by global 
consultancy firm A.T. Kearney to 
coincide with the World Government 
Summit 2017 that was recently 
held in Dubai, ranked cities on five 

dimensions that shape the success of 
successful cities — business activity, 
human capital, information exchange, 
cultural exchange, and political 
engagement. Kuwait City was found 

lagging in most metrics. Dubai, the 
region’s financial and transportation 
hub, ranked in the first quartile in 
most dimensions, which made it the 
GCC’s leading global city. 

Abu Dhabi, the host city of many 
international news agencies, ranked 
high on information exchange and 
landed on second spot. Doha a 
regional leader in business activity 
and cultural exchange driven by 
strong movement toward a new city 
model and investments in cultural 
projects, ended up in third position. 

Riyadh, with sizable investments 
in international education in recent 
years, ranked high in human capital 
development compared with other 
GCC cities and was placed fourth. 
Jeddah, the main gateway for pilgrims 
coming to Mecca from across the 
Islamic world and venue for the 
cultural exchanges involved in the 
process, ranked as the fifth most 
global city in the GCC.

Continued on Page 11

Kuwait celebrates National and 
Liberation Days with festivities

                 See Page 9
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After the annus horribilis that was 
2016, most political observers 

believe that the liberal world order is 
in serious trouble. But that is where 
the agreement ends. 

When the West, and especially 
the United States, dominated the 
world, the liberal order was pretty 
much whatever they said it was. Other 
countries complained and expounded 
alternate approaches, but basically 
went along with the Western-defined 
rules.

But as global power has shifted 
from the West to the ‘rest’, the 
liberal world order has become an 
increasingly contested idea, with 
rising powers like Russia, China, 
and India increasingly challenging 
Western perspectives. And, indeed, 
Merkel’s criticism in Munich of Russia 
for invading Crimea and supporting 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad was 
met with Lavrov’s assertions that the 
West ignored the sovereignty norm in 
international law by invading Iraq and 
recognizing Kosovo’s independence.

This is not to say that the liberal 
world order is an entirely obscure 
concept. The original iteration — call 
it Liberal Order 1.0 — arose from the 

ashes of World War II to uphold peace 
and support global prosperity. It was 
underpinned by institutions like the 
International Bank for Reconstruction 
and Development, which later became 
the World Bank, and the International 
Monetary Fund, as well as regional 
security arrangements, such as 
NATO. It emphasized multilateralism, 
including through the United Nations, 
and promoted free trade.

But Liberal Order 1.0 had its limits 
— namely, sovereign borders. Given 
the ongoing geopolitical struggle 
between the US and the Soviet Union, 
it could not even quite be called a 
“world order.” What countries did at 
home was basically their business, as 

long as it didn’t affect the superpower 
rivalry.

After the collapse of the Soviet 
Union, however, a triumphant West 
expanded the concept of the liberal 
world order substantially. The result 
— Liberal Order 2.0 — penetrated 
countries’ borders to consider the 
rights of those who lived there.

Rather than upholding national 
sovereignty at all costs, the expanded 
order sought to pool sovereignty 
and to establish shared rules to 
which national governments must 
adhere. In many ways, Liberal Order 
2.0 – underpinned by institutions 
like the World Trade Organization 
and the International Criminal Court 

(ICC), as well as new norms like the 
Responsibility to Protect (R2P) – 
sought to shape the world in the 
West’s image.

But, before too long, sovereignty-
obsessed powers like Russia and 
China halted its implementation. 
Calamitous mistakes for which 
Western policymakers were 
responsible — namely, the protracted 
war in Iraq and the global economic 
crisis — cemented the reversal of 
Liberal Order 2.0.

But now the West itself is rejecting 
the order that it created, often using 
the very same logic of sovereignty 
that the rising powers used. And it 
is not just more recent additions like 

the ICC and R2P that are at risk. With 
the United Kingdom having rejected 
the European Union and US President 
Donald Trump condemning free-trade 
deals and the Paris climate agreement, 
the more fundamental Liberal Order 
1.0 seems to be under threat.

Some claim that the West 
overreached in creating Liberal Order 
2.0. But even Trump’s America still 
needs Liberal Order 1.0 — and the 
multilateralism that underpins it. 
Otherwise, it may face a new kind 
of globalization that combines the 
technologies of the future with the 
enmities of the past.

In such a scenario, military 
interventions will continue, but 
not in the postmodern form aimed 
at upholding order (exemplified 
by Western powers’ opposition to 
genocide in Kosovo and Sierra Leone). 
Instead, modern and pre-modern 
forms will prevail: support for 
government repression, like Russia has 
provided in Syria, or ethno-religious 
proxy wars, like those that Saudi 
Arabia and Iran have waged across the 
Middle East.

European countries are unsure how 
to respond to this new global disorder. 
Three potential coping strategies have 
emerged. The first would require a 
country like Germany, which considers 
itself a responsible stakeholder and 
has some international heft, to take 
over as a main custodian of the liberal 
world order. In this scenario, Germany 
would work to uphold Liberal Order 
1.0 globally and to preserve Liberal 
Order 2.0 within Europe.

Continued on Page 3

Mark Leonard  
Director of the European Council on Foreign 
Relations 
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The Syrian refugee crisis has 
focused attention on the need to 

improve management of refugee flows 
during times of crisis. One issue is 
particularly worrying: poor countries 
may be paying a large indirect price for 
rich countries’ efforts.

Data show that a substantial 
portion of the costs associated with 
the influx of refugees and asylum-
seekers in some European countries is 
being reported as official development 
assistance (ODA) – the measure 
the OECD Development Assistance 
Committee (DAC) uses to track 
international aid spending. This leaves 
less ODA available to launch, sustain, 
or expand economic development 
projects in poor countries.

In 2015, the European Union’s DAC 
member states spent $9.7 billion of 
their ODA budgets on approximately 
1.2 million asylum-seekers in their 
own countries. By comparison, they 
spent $3.2 billion of ODA in Syria, 
Afghanistan, Somalia, South Sudan, 
and Sudan – the top five countries from 
which those asylum-seekers had fled.

The rule enabling donors to report 
so-called ‘in-donor’ refugee costs as 
ODA was introduced in the OECD-
DAC Statistical Reporting Directives 
back in 1988. At first, few DAC donors 
took advantage of it. From 2010 to 
2015, however, the share of total 
ODA reported as in-donor spending 
more than tripled, from 2.7 percent 
to 9.1 percent. The DAC is working to 
establish clearer rules for using ODA 
to cover in-donor refugee costs. It 
has established a Temporary Working 
Group on Refugees and Migration to 
help determine whether donors are 
targeting their assistance in the right 
way, in the right place, and at the 
right time. We expect to be able to 
communicate the results of this work 
around July.

The global attention that the 
Syrian crisis has focused on refugee 
flows and associated humanitarian 
needs is a positive development. 
Yet Syrians constitute only a small 
portion of the more than 21 million 
people worldwide listed as ‘refugees’ 
by the United Nations Refugee Agency 

(the UNHCR categorizes more than 65 
million people as ‘forcibly displaced’). 
And while the spotlight today is on 
asylum-seekers in Europe, most 
refugees, over 86 percent, remain in 
developing countries, close to the 
countries they have fled. Uganda, for 
example, took in more refugees from 
South Sudan in 2016 than the total 
number of migrants crossing the 
Mediterranean into Europe over the 
same period.

Every day, 40,000 people are forced 
to flee from conflict and persecution. 
Many more leave their homes in 
search of a safe and dignified future. 
An increasing number of these people 
are displaced for 20 years or more. 
And many are left behind, displaced 
within their own countries, living in 
extreme insecurity and poverty.

Standing by idly while others live 
in fear is not humane. Yet countries 
like Uganda, which for decades have 
generously hosted hundreds of 
thousands of refugees, increasingly 
see the principles of tolerance and 
protection they uphold undermined 
in the global north. Wealthy countries 
understandably seek to manage their 
own refugee populations and reassure 
their own citizens. Yet the right to 
asylum is universal and development 
cooperation must not, under any 
circumstances, be used for the 
purpose of containment.

Refugee situations are not new. 
Together, the top five countries of 
origin have generated approximately 
10.2 million refugees over the past 25 
years. The numbers are staggering, but 
the challenge they represent is by no 
means insurmountable. Development 
aid can help to address the longer-
term, socioeconomic dimensions of 
displacement, lending support to 
ensure that refugees are included 
in national and local development 
plans. It can help address the root 
causes of forced displacement by 

SPOTLIGHT

Jorge Moreira da Silva 
Portugal’s former Minister of Environment 
and Energy, is Director of the OECD 
Development Cooperation Directorate. 

How Poor Countries Foot the Refugee Bill 

AD.pdf   1   2/23/17   11:15 AMfocusing efforts on reducing poverty 
and inequality, strengthening peace 
building, and improving access 

to justice. The OECD’s temporary 
working group will seek to identify and 
deliver better solutions for refugees.

The conditions facing forced 
migrants today stand in stark contrast 
to international commitments such 
as the Sustainable Development 
Goals, which strive to “leave no one 
behind.” Failure to address these 
issues also threatens the international 
solidarity that underpins the global 
development agenda.

Developed and developing 
countries need to work together. 
They must leave no ambiguity about 
the right to seek asylum and the 
responsibility to protect those who 
exercise it. We need to ensure that 
‘new’ funding means extra money, 
rather than the redirection of funds. 
And above all, programs for refugees, 
including responses within our own 
borders, must have human rights at 
their core.

Continued from Page 2

A second strategy, exemplified 
today by Turkey under President Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan, could be called profit 
maximization. Turkey is not trying to 
overturn the existing order, but it does 
not feel responsible for its upkeep, 
either. Instead, Turkey seeks to extract 
as much as possible from Western-
led institutions like the EU and NATO, 
while fostering mutually beneficial 
relationships with countries, such as 
Russia, Iran, and China that often seek 
to undermine those institutions.

The third strategy is simple 
hypocrisy: Europe would talk like a 
responsible stakeholder, but act like a 

profit maximizer. This is the path British 
Prime Minister Theresa May took when 
she met with Trump in Washington, 
DC. She said all the right things about 
NATO, the EU, and free trade, but 
pleaded for a special deal with the US 
outside of those frameworks.

In the months ahead, many leaders 
will need to make a bet on whether 
the liberal order will survive — and on 
whether they should invest resources 
in bringing about that outcome. The 
West collectively has the power to 
uphold Liberal Order 1.0. But if the 
Western powers cannot agree on what 
they want from that order, or what 
their responsibilities are to maintain 
it, they are unlikely even to try.

What Liberal World Order?
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Nigeria is preparing to introduce 
the first Sovereign Green Bond 

in Africa, disclosed the country’s 
Acting President Prof. Yemi Osinbajo 
last week. 

Speaking at the Green Bonds 
Capital Market and Investors 
Conference, Prof. Osinbajo said 
that the bonds would help finance 
sustainable environmental projects 
that address climate change. The 
conference was organized by the 
Federal Ministry of Environment 
in association with the Debt 
Management Office at the Nigerian 
Stock Exchange (NSE). 

Around US$64 million (N20 billion) 
of bonds would be available as a 
first tranche of the Sovereign Green 
Bonds, which are essentially debt 
instruments issued by the government 

and tied to environmental projects. 
The bonds are expected to be offered 
in the first quarter of this year and will 
be sold through the nation’s bourse 
in Lagos. Prof. Osinbajo said that 
proceeds from the initiative would be 
used to tackle climate change that is 
linked to natural disasters and which 
negatively impact food, water and 
energy supplies. He added that the 
bonds would also bring a new addition 
to the market funding portfolio at 
NSE and deepen the capital.

According to the Acting President, 
who is in charge of the country as 
President Muhammadu Buhari is 
abroad, convalescing following 
medical treatment, noted that the 
bond issuance would support the 
Federal Government's shift to non-oil 
base assets for project financing for 

economic growth and development.
He said that about half of the 

proceeds from the bonds, around 
$32 million, would be used to 
support environmental projects in 
three communities. These projects 
included renewable energy micro-
utilities, including the production of 

an average of 33KW of power through 
solar technology.

He also noted that the Energizing 
Education Program (EEP), which is 
estimated to cost $213 million, would 
provide 120MW of power from off-
grid solar technology to 37 federal 
universities and seven teaching 

hospitals that faced with major power 
challenges. Nigeria is working toward 
achieving 30 percent in renewable 
energy by 2030. If properly harnessed 
and invested in critical socio-
economic and environmental sectors, 
the bonds could help create new jobs, 
open up investment avenues that 
would impact the lives of common 
Nigerians. 

For her part, the Minister of 
Environment Amina Mohammad 
said that an advisory group had 
been formed to provide advice on 
how projects can be certified ‘Green’ 
and that the government’s Green 
Bonds would help Nigeria tap into 
the growing global market for green 
bonds which is estimated to have 
reached $100 billion by the end of 
2016. 

Nigeria to launch Africa's first Sovereign Green Bond

On the occasion of laying the cornerstone 
for the Baeker Integrated Agro-Industrial 

Park in Humera, a town in western Tigray 
State in Ethiopia, Prime Minister Hailemariam 
Dessalegn said that apart from its importance 
in creating jobs for the young and supporting 
the country’s economic transformation, the 
industrial park would also play a role in helping 
economic integration with neighboring 
countries.

The entire agro-industrial project which 
spans a 1,000-hectare area and is estimated 
to cost around US$110 million (2.5billionBirr) 
is set to be completed in three years. The first 
phase of the project would be initialized on 
258-hectare land. The project on completion 
would include agro-processing factories 
capable of utilizing the rich sesame and other 
agricultural produce cultivated from the 
surrounding 254,000-hectare farmland. The 
park is set to export value-added agricultural 
products to the international market and 
substitute for imported ones.

As Ethiopia undergoes a massive socio-
economic transformation, industrialization 
of agriculture is expected to be a prime focus. 
Projects such as the Integrated Agro-Industrial 
Park (IAIP) in Humera, could transform the 
agriculture sector. Being an agrarian economy, 
Ethiopia could benefit from agricultural 
industrialization as it would allow the country 
to process its agricultural raw materials and 
sell processed products on the global market.  

The IAIP is a geographic cluster of 
firms grouped together to share different 
infrastructure and to exploit the opportunities 
for joint purchasing, selling, training, providing 

extension services and other synergies. 
The business model of the IAIPs promotes 
efficiency of the commercial food supply 
chain. It is an end-to-end approach linking 
production to the market. The government 
plans to establish agro-processing parks such 
as the IAIP in Humera within a 100 kilometer 
radius of input sources and market accesses.

So far, 17 Agro-Industrial Growth 
Corridors (AIGCs), with agro-industrial 
potential, were identified across the country. 
Currently, the feasibility studies conducted 
for the four pilot IAIPs have been completed. 
To fully operate the parks, products such as 
coffee, livestock, cereals, sesame, pulses, 
honey, fruit and vegetable are identified for 
processing. In addition, value chain analysis 
has been done and 1,000 hectares of land 
have been attributed. 

The IAIP projects being developed will 
also incorporate companies engaged in 
exporting value-added agricultural products 
to the world market. 

The large, medium and light scale agro-
processing parks are expected to facilitate 
the situation for the planned transition to the 
industry-led economy through accelerating 
the manufacturing sector, contributing to 
job creation and import substitution, and 
strengthening export and innovation.

Apart from domestic companies, farmers 
and the youth are the epicenter for agricultural 
commercialization. Upon completion, the 
agro-industrial parks will represent over 
$1.5billion (30 billion Birr) in investments, and 
will create over 400 business opportunities 
and over 400,000 direct employments.

Agro-Industrial Parks to spur 
economic growth in Ethiopia

International Football Association (FIFA) 
president Gianni Infantino, who last week 

visited Zimbabwe and met with President 
Robert Mugabe, said that he was encouraged 
by the interest shown by the President and the 
government towards developing football in the 
country.

The FIFA president, who was in the country 
at the invitation of Zimbabwe International 
Football Association (ZIFA) president 
Philip Chiyangwa, was accompanied by the 
organization’s Secretary-General Fatma Samba 
Diouf Samoura and a small delegation from the 
world football governing body.

The country’s Minister of Sport and 
Recreation Makhosini Hlongwane said President 
Mugabe appreciated the support by FIFA for 
the government-sponsored Community Sport 
and Recreation Club system, which seeks to 
establish 8,000 clubs across the country as well 
as set up a national football academy.

Speaking following his meeting with the 
President, Mr. Infantino said, "We discussed 
football in general, about football in Zimbabwe, 
about what we can do together, with the 
football association and the government, to 
develop football in this country." 

"There are some incomplete projects which 
have started and which we are fully supporting. 
We would also like to thank the government 
for having raised these projects, like the one to 
create and set up 8,000 football clubs around 
the whole country to develop and foster 
grassroots football in a structured way.”

"We have been discussing the project of 
establishing a national football academy with 
the ZIFA and we are also helping and investing to 
make sure that these projects will revolutionize 

football in this country and bring the legacy 
to everyone," said Mr. Infantino. He added, 
"Of course, one of the FIFA principles is non-
interference of Governments in football affairs, 
but this is for the sporting side and for the 
development of the game we are co-operating 
as partners. At the end of the day it's a win-win 
situation."

The former UEFA secretary-general, who 
has been in office for only a year, has done a 
lot to benefit Africa. Apart from increasing the 
participants at the World Cup from 32 to 46 
countries by the time the 2026 edition kicks off, 
FIFA have also multiplied the supporting grants 
to associations almost four-fold from $250 000 
per year to US$1,2 million.

The FIFA president also said a country like 
Zimbabwe can now afford to have a "realistic" 
dream of playing at the World Cup as plans are 
afoot to double the slots of qualifying teams 
from the continent from five to 10.

Under the new Forward Football 
Development Program, FIFA also significantly 
increased financial support for member 
associations and football development to $5 
million per four-year cycle for each member 
association. This means each association has 
access to $750 000 per year for football projects 
such as pitches, competitions and women's 
football.

Every association also receives up to $500 
000 per year for running costs in areas including 
administration and governance. Additional 
funds could be increased as per request, but 
Mr. Infantino stressed that continued financial 
backing will only be subject to compliance to the 
tenets of good governance and transparent use 
of the funds.

FIFA to promote football in Zimbabwe
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the Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank. 
When done well, infrastructure investment 

can revive flagging economies and pay for itself, by 
galvanizing private-sector activity and fostering 
economic growth. But when done poorly, public 
infrastructure spending can lead to corruption and 
waste, with taxpayers footing the bill for 'bridges 
to nowhere'. Properly executed infrastructure 
investment entails more than just financing; 
it also requires that all the myriad details of a 
project’s selection, design, and implementation 
be closely managed.

And here, the keys to success are not just 
professional skill and technocratic expertise. They 
are also transparency and a free press. Citizens 
should have accurate facts about a project, so 
that they can monitor its progress and pressure 
policymakers to protect the public interest.

In a new book, Tomas Hellebrandt and I project 
that consumer spending on transportation will 
quadruple by 2035 in Sub-Saharan Africa, India, 
China, and other emerging Asian countries.

People who earn $200 per year spend only 1 
percent of their income on 
transportation, compared to 
18 percent for people earning 
$20,000. In the next two 
decades, the number of people 
earning $6,000-$20,000 will 
increase by more than one 
billion, and many of them 
will purchase their first car. 
Meanwhile, the number of 
people with annual incomes 
of $20,000 and above will 
increase by almost 800 million, 
and many of them will begin to 
fly for leisure.

Transportation networks 
in emerging economies will 
have to expand vastly to 
keep up with this growing 
demand. And while advanced 
economies already have extensive transportation 
infrastructure and stable populations, their 
networks urgently need renovation and repair.

Emerging countries will be able to muster 
sufficient financing for infrastructure only if they 
expand the role of the private sector; pension 
funds and life insurance companies, in particular, 
could furnish vast resources. But to capitalize on 
this opportunity, prudential requirements for 
such investors must be loosened, so that they 
can hold diversified portfolios of infrastructure 
projects. And co-investment platforms with 
multilateral and regional development banks 
should be established, to boost the credibility of 
these investments.

To attract private investors, governments will 
need to maintain a stable regulatory environment 
that is free from arbitrary interference. At the 
same time, they will have to monitor and disclose 
fiscal obligations from projects that involve 
private participation, such as what Chile now does 

routinely. This will help to prevent government 
guarantees for public-private partnerships from 
imposing budgetary costs equivalent to one or 
more points of GDP, as has happened in Colombia, 
Indonesia, and Portugal.

Governments will need to foster a culture of 
transparency to ensure that financing is put to 
productive use – rather than illicitly syphoned 
off or directed to low-value-added projects for 
political purposes. Tenders and key contract 
features should be routinely published and, 
good record keeping and quality control must be 
maintained throughout the procurement process 
and contract performance.

To deter fraud, governments should reward 
whistleblowers, and protect them from 
retaliation. Many of the emerging countries 
where investment is most needed must urgently 
reform their institutional framework for selecting 
and implementing infrastructure projects. But 
corruption afflicts all countries to some extent, 
so advanced countries also need to protect 
infrastructure projects from undue private 

influence and arbitrary official 
interference.

Successfully boosting 
infrastructure investment 
in emerging economies is in 
everybody’s interest. And 
with emerging economies 
now at the forefront of the 
fight against climate change, 
the world will benefit even 
more if investments in these 
countries are steered toward 
green-infrastructure projects. 
Building new metro-railway 
networks, instead of roads, 
would help to reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions for decades 
to come.

Advanced countries can 
help in this effort by supporting 

green-technology research and development, 
and by providing financial incentives for climate-
friendly infrastructure investment through export 
credit agencies and multilateral and regional 
development banks. 

With an open and transparent international 
procurement system, the most efficient 
technologies would then come out on top.

Infrastructure investment holds much 
promise, but to reap its benefits, policymakers 
in emerging economies will need to strengthen 
their institutional frameworks for procurement 
sooner rather than later. And policymakers in 
advanced economies should preserve and apply 
well-known checks and balances, to keep the 
project-selection playing field level, and to permit 
monitoring implementation from start to finish.

The views expressed here are those of the 
author, and do not necessarily represent the 
views of the IMF, its Executive Board, or IMF 
Management.

LOCAL

EXCLUSIVE to THE TIMES KUWAIT

Paolo Mauro 
Assistant Director in the African Department at the 
International Monetary Fund, coauthored with Tomas 
Hellebrandt World on the Move: Consumption Patterns 
in a More Equal Global Economy while a senior fellow at 
the Peterson Institute of International Economics. 

Checks and Balances before Roads and Bridges 

In the 2016 American presidential election, 
Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump agreed that 

the US economy is suffering from dilapidated 
infrastructure, and both called for greater 
investment in renovating and upgrading the 
country’s public capital stock. Now that the 
Trump administration is preparing its first budget 
outline, its initiatives in this area will be a central 
focus of attention.

The United States is not alone. In fact, 
infrastructure gaps are an even more urgent 
problem in the rest of the world. Other 
advanced economies also need to revive 
moribund investment, and emerging economies 
need to prepare for population growth, 
increased consumption, and higher demand for 
transportation spending.

Initiatives adopted in the aftermath of the 2008 
global financial crisis are beginning to promote 
infrastructure investment. In the European Union, 
the Juncker Plan, which draws on EU funds to help 
finance riskier and more innovative projects, aims 

to generate more than $300 billion in investment 
between 2016 and 2018.

And there is an even greater push for 
infrastructure investment in emerging economies 
– especially China, which is pursuing projects both 
at home and abroad. In recent years, China has 
set up domestically funded institutions such as 
the Silk Road Fund and spurred the establishment 
of new international financial institutions such as 

When done poorly, public 

infrastructure spending 

can lead to corruption 

and waste, with taxpayers 

footing the bill for 'bridges 

to nowhere'.
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The United Goans Center (UGC) organized 
a football tournament for under-14 year-

olds to mark the finals of the 41st edition of 
UGC soccer tournament. UGC President Tony 
Alphonso, along with club members Agnelo, 
Rusario, Brigido and Garry, helped supervise the 
tournament, which was held on 10 February at 
the Mishrif Ground. 

The two finalists in the under-14 tournament, 
Indian English Academy School (IEAS) and 
Indian Central School (ICS), beat a host of 
other schools: United Indian School, Kuwait 
Indian school, Carmel School Kuwait and Indian 
Integrated School, to reach the finals. At the end 
of the match, a very motivated IEAS beat ICS by 
a 2-0 margin. 

The UGC also conducted for the first time 
an Inter-School Multi-Events on 4 February for 
children under the age of 14 years. The multi-
events were introduced to give both boys 
and girls a platform to participate in active 
extracurricular activities. United Indian School, 
Kuwait Indian School, Indian Central School 

and Carmel School Kuwait participated in the 
various competitions.

United Indian School took first place due 
to wins in Tug of War, Relay Mix, Relay Girls, 
Mathematics Problem Solving and Run with 
the Ball. Indian Central School took Second 

place with wins in the Sack Race and Relay Boys. 
Kuwait Indian School and Carmel School Kuwait 
took third and fourth places respectively. 

The UGC’s 41st Edition Football Final 2017 was 
between FC Sparks and AVC followed the Inter-
School Football Finals. At the final whistle it 

was AVC which won with a comfortable margin 
to clinch the tournament’s trophy. Following 
the match an awards presentation ceremony 
was held for both football tournaments, as well 
as for the Inter School Multi-Events. 

List of winners for the awards are as follows: 
UGC Inter-School Under-14 Multi-Events 

Winner: United Indian School; Runner Up: Indian 
Central School; 2nd Runner Up: Kuwait Indian 
School

UGC Inter-School Under-14 Multi-Events Tug 
of War Winner: Indian Central School; Runner 
Up: Indian English Academy School 

UGC Inter-School Under-14 Football Final 
2017 Winner: Indian English Academy School; 
Runner Up: Indian Central School; Man of 
the Match: Sayed Hassan (Indian English 
Academy School).

UGC 41st Edition Football Final 2017 Winner: 
AVC; Runner Up: FC Sparks; Man of the Match: 
Hussain(FC Sparks); Top Scorer: Hussain (FC 
Sparks); Best Disciplined Team: Curtocares.  

Multiple events held to mark 41st UGC Football Finals

The Indian Community School (ICSK) 
- Senior Branch organized a colorful 

blessing ceremony for the 285 outgoing 
students of Class XII on 16 February at the 
ICSK senior branch auditorium. 

The students were blessed by invited 
dignitaries and the ICSK fraternity. The 
chief guest of the occasion was the 
Ambassador of India to Kuwait H.E. Sunil 
Jain. The Honorary members of ICSK 
Board of Trustees, Principals and Vice 
Principals of all the branches of ICSK, 
teachers, parents and special invitees 
were present on the occasion. 

The Chief Guest Ambassador Jain 
in his address recollected his student 
days with nostalgia. Mr. Jain also 
advised the gathering not to forget their 
Motherland India wherever students 
may reach professionally in their future. 
The reminisces shared by the student 
representatives encouraged all present 
to recall their happier student days.  

All the students were escorted by 
their parents to the stage to receive 
mementoes. Then, as the students took 
the oath, they received the lit candles 
that also signify the dispelling of darkness 
of ignorance as also conveyed by the ICSK 
motto 'From Darkness to Light'. 

ICSK congratulates students
through Aashirvaad 2017
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Easy to prepare, chocolate truffles at their most basic 
are made up of only two ingredients: chocolate (white, 

dark, or milk) and cream. The former is chopped and the 
latter heated until bubbling. The cream is then poured over 
the chocolate and stirred slowly with a silicone spatula or 
whisk to make ganache.

Once done, the ganache is poured into a shallow pan 
and stuck in the fridge for a few hours, until firm. When in 
fridge, the ganache transforms and is no longer pourable, 
but rather can be scooped into a firm, fudgy ball. The ball 
is then rolled in cocoa powder which helps it contain its 
border, and you have your truffle.
Basic ratio: 170 grams chocolate (this could be chips or 
chopped bar chocolate). The chocolate can be semisweet, 
dark, milk, white or caramelized white.

1 cup heavy whipping cream
1/2 cup cocoa powder, for rolling
This ratio will yield about 15 heaping teaspoon-sized 

truffles. 
There are three vehicles for jazzing things up:
Mix something into the chocolate: This is a good place 

to add something creamy and/or thick, like nut butter or 
jam, or something textural, like chopped toasted nuts or 
shredded dried coconut. For every 170 grams of chocolate, 
use two to three tablespoons of add-ins.

Steep something in the cream: To go a step further, you 
can add fragrant ingredients such as fresh mint leaves, 

lemon or orange zest, lavender buds, Earl Grey or green or 
chamomile tea, chopped pistachios, a dried or fresh chili, 
vanilla beans, whole spices like cinnamon sticks, a knob of 
ginger or lemongrass, a heaped teaspoon of espresso or 
matcha powder, extracts or flower waters—to the pot with 
the cream. Then bring to a simmer (stirring well if you have 
added a powder). Once done, remove from heat and let it 
sit for at least 15 minutes. Fish out the flavorings and once 
again bring the cream to a vigorous simmer and then pour 
over the chocolate. 

Roll creatively: Cocoa powder is traditional and great—
but should you want to branch out, try finely chopping 
a contrasting chocolate (say, white chocolate for dark 
chocolate truffles) and roll the truffles in that. Or use 
crushed nuts, toasted seeds, toasted shredded coconut, or 
flavored sugars. 
Here are a few ideas to get you going:
• Semisweet chocolate + fresh mint leaves steeped in 

cream + rolled in cacao nibs
• Dark chocolate + chilli + lemongrass + cream + rolled 

in coconut
• Milk chocolate + tahini + cream + rolled in toasted 

sesame seeds
• White chocolate + tiny splash of rosewater + cream + 

crushed toasted pistachios

Chocolate 
Truffles

Getting 
creative 

with 

The culinary landscape in 
Kuwait has been transformed 

with the opening of the highly 
anticipated Bu Ali Restaurant, 
which is owned by the Bu Ali 
International Restaurant Co., one 
of the leading restaurant chains in 
Bahrain. 

The restaurant was opened by 
Bu Ali International Restaurant. 
Co., Chairman Abdul Rehman 
Meppathoor alongside special 
guest, Indian Ambassador to 
Kuwait H.E. Sunil Jain, and in the 
presence of local dignitaries, 
special invitees and supporters. 

With the opening, Bu 
Ali Restaurant aims to be a 
delightful culinary epicenter that 
presents a vibrant ambience and 
hospitable service, while offering 
a rich cultural fusion of multi-
cuisine dishes that pay homage to 
the traditions of each country’s 
flavorful cuisines.

The restaurant has a menu 
laden with many recognizable, 
authentic dishes that reflect the 
chefs understanding of the various 
cuisines of different countries, 
along with an added flare that is 
signature to the restaurant. As 
part of its unique food service, a 
‘chaat’ counter is laden with many 
tasty snacks, in addition to coffee 
and other treats. The soon-to-be 
opened lunch buffet will be stocked 
with the choicest selection of food 

items that deliver on quality and 
variety. 

Bu Ali Restaurant has a space 
for everyone, whether you want 
to dine with large group of friends, 
or share a great meal in intimate 
family gatherings. A comfortable 
dining area adorned in a lavish 
and stylish décor stretches across 
the main dining room to the many 
comfy cabins, where visitors can 
choose to dine in privacy. 

A spacious conference hall 
is also available for meetings 
and birthday parties, while a 
large play area ensures children 
remain entertained. A free Wi-Fi 
facility allows patrons to remain 
connected while enjoying the 
dining experience. There is also an 
outdoor catering option for large 
and small parties or meetings, 
should patrons wants to celebrate 
an occasion elsewhere with the 
restaurant’s delectable offerings.   

Bu Ali Restaurant, founded in 
the late 73`s by a Bahraini family, 
remains committed to indulging 
its guests and providing one of the 
country’s finest dining experiences, 
according to its long-standing 
reputation carefully cultivated in 
Bahrain.  With more than a decade 
of strong, customer-centric 
service and a quest for perfection 
and world-class quality, the 
Group has continued to maintain 
its leadership in the hospitality 
industry.

Bu Ali Restaurant 
opens in Kuwait

Enjoy the flavors of spring with seasonal delicacies 
like never before! Dean & Deluca presents you with 

the key to happiness and joy with more treats this season 
from their Spring Splendors and its EGGSquisite treats.  

Throughout most of March until mid-April, treat your 
taste buds to a rich selection of premium confectionery, 
cookies, novelty chocolate figurines and chocolate eggs 
of all sizes, which are also perfect to gift your family, 
friends and loved ones. 

Families with children will also enjoy a myriad 
of EGGSciting activities on weekends which include 
favorites like egg decorating, face painting and more. 
Take the fun home to your family gatherings with 
special chocolate bunny and egg making kits, exclusively 
available for the season.  

Blossom in the sweetness of spring with Dean & 
Deluca and enjoy a delightful time with your loved ones 
when you visit us at The Avenues.    

Celebrate the splendors of 
spring with Dean & Deluca
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By Christina Pinto

Staff Writer

Heber Biotec, a leading bio-pharma 
company based in Cuba, along 

with Kuwait's Central Gulf Medical 
Company (CGMC), is set to introduce 

Heberprot-P, an innovative treatment 
for diabetic foot ulcers (DFU) in Kuwait.

In a recent exclusive interview 
with The Times Kuwait, Prof. Dr. Jose 
J. Fernandez Montequin, the Director 
of the National Institute of Angiology 

and Vascular Surgery in Cuba and Dr. 
Atef Ali, Medical Director of the CGMC, 
spoke about the new DFU treatment, 
which would be launched in Kuwait at a 
ceremony to be held at the Movenpick 
Hotel and Resort on 6 March. 

Dr. Montequin began by saying that 

though diabetes had a genetic source it 
was also linked to lifestyle choices. He 
pointed out that in recent years, a poor 
diet, excess sugar consumption and 
a sedentary lifestyle without proper 
exercise had caused the rate of diabetes 

in Kuwait to increase dramatically. 
He explained that one of the severe 
complications that could arise from 
diabetes was the diabetic foot ulcer, 
which impacts 15 to 20 percent of 
diabetic patients. Advanced stages 
of DFU could lead to patients having 
to amputate their foot. Pointing to 
the advantages of Heberprot-P over 
regular diabetic foot ulcer treatments, 
Dr. Montequin noted that with the 
new treatment the number of foot 
amputations could be brought down 
greatly, and that this would make a 
huge difference in the lives of diabetic 
patients.

He elaborated by saying that 
Heberprot-P was an innovative form 
of treatment that injects medication 
directly into the wound to accelerate 
the healing process from deep within 
complex ulcers. The treatment has an 
overall positive effect, as it reduces 

surgical interventions, lowers the risk of 
infections and recidivism.

Dr. Montequin underlined that 
studies done with patients in over 24 
countries worldwide had proven very 
successful. Even complicated cases 
of DFU have been resolved with a rate 
of success in excess of 80 percent for 
ulcers of both ischemic and neuropathic 

nature, he added. For his part, Dr. 
Atef Ali revealed that currently there 
were 59,000 diabetic foot ulcer cases 
reported in Kuwait, and that around 
140 amputations were being conducted 
annually. This alarming statistics had 
led CGMC to introduce Heberprot-P to 
Kuwait. The new treatment not only 
reduces the risk of foot amputation by 
71 percent, it also reduces the direct 
and indirect costs associated with the 
disease, he said. 

Following the success of extensive 
clinical trials that were conducted at 
the Dasman Diabetes Institute since 
2015, the treatment received necessary 
approval for treating DFU cases in 
Kuwait. Dr. Ali added that CGMC was 
now working in conjunction with many 
hospitals in Kuwait to offer Heberprot-P 
for DFU patients, so as to ensure they 
received the best treatment available in 
the country.

LOCAL

To commemorate 
Kuwait’s 56th National 

and 26th Liberation Day s  , various 
celebratory events were organized 

around the country. Thousands of Kuwaitis 
and expats thronged the Arabian Gulf road 
to celebrate   with water cannons and foam 
guns while decked  out  in colorful clothing. 

Many participants waved the Kuwaiti flag 
at the joyful event that has become 

a mainstay of the national and 
liberation day celebrations.

Kuwait celebrates National and Liberation Days with festivities

Diabetic foot ulcer patients in Kuwait 
to receive innovative treatment
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By Reaven D’Souza
Managing Editor

Paco Renteria, the Mexican 
virtuoso, progressive, flamenco 

guitar player was in Kuwait last 
month displaying his amazing guitar 
skills before a packed auditorium.

As one of the most accomplished 
guitarists in the world, Renteria 
has composed over 300 pieces 
and performed with the likes of 
Carlos Santana and the late Luciano 
Pavarotti. His music has appeared in 
films such as Desperado and Legend 
of Zorro.

During his short visit to Kuwait, 
he took some time off from his busy 
schedule to speak to The Times 

Kuwait, detailing his career and his 
passion for music.

“Right from the age of seven, I 
wanted a guitar,” he said, adding that 
from the first moment he played 
the instrument he knew this was 
the career he wanted to pursue and 
other professions held little interest 
to him. Though his father insisted 
music was not a career, Renteria 
continued to pursue his passion  
even while studying to become a 
lawyer and doing a course in business 
administration.

At the young age of 18, he started 
composing and he was invited to do 

the soundtrack of Mariachi for the 
movie Desperado. This took his career 
to another level and there has been no 
looking back since. Soon the famous 
Hollywood director Steven Spielberg 
invited him to play the soundtrack 
for his movies; this gave a huge boost 
to his career and he started getting 
invited to do concerts.

Paco Renteria has performed in 
more than 2,000 concerts around 
the world and in 2017 he is scheduled 
to perform in a record-breaking 
180 concerts in 80 countries, taking 
Mexican music to the world. 

“I feel like a music ambassador 
of Mexico and I am extremely proud 
to represent my country around the 
world,” he says, adding that Mexican 
music is not only Mariachi but world 
class as well.

Full of passion and energy, he 
says his music is inspired by feelings, 
sensation, flavors, experiences and 
emotions. He loves experimenting 
and plays in a lot of music festivals. 
Having performed before crowds of 
more than 10,000 he has a rock star 
persona, but is quick to add, “I am 
very normal.” 

He describes his unique style of 
music as free play style, which is a 
mix between Arabic, Jazz and Latin, 
making it world fusion music. The 
enchanting music that comes out 
of his guitar is both soulful and 
melodious. Improvising as he plays 
and taking audiences on a musical 
journey, one has to experience a 

Renteria concert to know the beauty 
of his music.

On his exceptional talent, Renteria 
says that to be happy in life you need 
to find your passion. “When work is 
your passion, you don’t look at the 
clock and the only thing that makes 
you stop is because you are tired.”

“When you listen to my music it 
has no boundaries; you have to be 
honest when you play in whichever 
place you are playing; the point is, the 
world is small,” he says before adding, 
“a smile is the same in all countries, 
emotions are the same.”

The great fame that he has 
achieved has not come without hard 
work and training, and he stresses 
that a balance in life, food, health 
and exercise are all very important 
ingredients to his success.  “Finding 
the perfect balance is the key to 
accomplishment,” he adds.  

Paco Renteria

World renowned master guitarist 

Ethiopian Airlines, Africa’s largest 
airline group, proudly announces 

that it will host the ICAO Global 
Aviation Training and TRAINAIR 
PLUS Symposium with the theme: 
‘Together, Enhancing Training to Build 
Capacity’ at the seat of the African 
Union, Addis Ababa from 11 to 13 
April, 2017.

Group CEO Ethiopian Airlines, 
Tewolde GebreMariam, said: “It 
is a profound honor for all of us 
at Ethiopian Airlines to host the 
ICAO Global Aviation Training and 
TRAINAIR PLUS Symposium which 
brings major industry players 
together, to exchange best practices 
and experiences in human resources 
development and aviation training, 
and more specifically on the TRAINAIR 
PLUS Program for the advancement 
of the Global aviation.”

An estimated 400-500 expected 
participants will be taking part in 
the Symposium, including the ICAO 

council President and the Secretary 
General, transport ministers, 
ambassadors, civil aviation and 
airport authorities, civil aviation 
officials, aircraft manufacturers, 
airline and airport operators, industry 
policy makers and tourism experts.

Ethiopian Airlines to host 
ICAO Global Aviation Training and 

TRAINAIR PLUS Symposium
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Continued from Page 1

The study pointed out that Riyadh, Abu 
Dhabi, and Doha are also the GCC’s strongest 
international political centers and play a 
prominent role in maintaining regional political 
stability and serve as a voice for the Middle East 
in world politics.

Kuwait City’s ranking as sixth global city in 
the GCC, just ahead of Muscat and Manama, 
was in recognition of its political engagement, 
as well as the entrepreneurial 
spirit demonstrated by its 
competitive private sector. 

The lively political arena 
and strident parliament, 
as well as the presence of 
relatively large number 
of foreign embassies and 
international organizations, 
helped elevate Kuwait City to 
the third quartile in political 
engagement, human capital 
and cultural exchange. But 
when it came to business 
activity and information 
exchange, the city was dragged 
down to the fourth quartile.  

Kuwait’s five-year 
development plan, which 
focuses on driving economic 
growth, maintaining political stability and 
developing diplomatic influence internationally, 
will likely raise Kuwait City’s ranking in the future. 
But for the present, it apparently needs to boost 
its global appeal by attracting more visitors and 
making its business environment conducive to 
drawing in more international investments.

Since 2008, A. T. Kearney has been studying 
the various factors that make a city truly 
global, including whether the city has influence 
and power on the global landscape, shares 
ideas and values that impact other cities, and 
if the city is attracting capital and talent from 

around the world. Cities that feature high on A. 
T. Kearney’s global index have one core value in 
common — they are more international in their 
outlook and open to the outside world than 
other cities, or elsewhere in their own countries. 
The report found that the ‘globalness’ of a city 
could also be an indicator of its social wellbeing 
and economic wealth, as well as the long-term 
sustainability of both. 

On an international scale, New York, London 
and Paris remain unchallenged as the world’s most 

global cities, although the 
attractiveness of London as a 
global hub may change in the 
future given the Brexit vote, 
said the report. Meanwhile, 
the A.T. Kearney Global Cities 
Outlook identifies Melbourne, 
San Francisco and Geneva as 
cities that could make great 
leaps forward in the coming 
years, driven by changing 
policies and a shifting socio-
economic landscape brought 
about by globalization. 

The report offers an 
unparalleled glimpse into the 
strengths and capabilities of 
GCC cities, and indicates how 
they are progressing toward 

their vision for the future. While many cities 
across the GCC have launched long-term plans to 
become successful global cities, with each having 
its own unique visions for growth, the speed and 
commitment to implementing the vision has 
often varied between cities. 

While increased innovation, differentiation and 
distinctive visions will hopefully allow cities in the 
GCC to move from a rich past to a bright future, 
much will depend on the will to implement these 
plans. Though much progress has been achieved 
in the region, much more remains to be done; 
clearly the time for strategy and planning is over, 
it is now time for implementation and action.

Kuwait in Global Cities 
of Future - 6th in GCC

Badr Al Samaa Group, the leading 
group of private hospitals in 

Sultanate of Oman, in association 
with Dr. Nadeem Abdulla Al Duaij, a 
dynamic Intensivist in Kuwait, opened 
their first venture– Badr Al Samaa 
medical Centre, in Farwaniya.

The new Medical Centre was 
inaugurated by Governor of Farwaniya 
H.E. Sheikh Faisal Al-Humoud Al-
Malek Al-Sabah on 1 March in a 
ceremony attended by the Indian 
Ambassador to Kuwait H.E. Sunil 
Jain, top dignitaries, officials and Badr 
Al Samaa staff. As part of its launch 
campaign, free consultation with 
all specialty doctors is offered till 7 
March.

Badr Al Samaa Group envisions 

a comprehensive strategic plan 
to establish world class quality of 
healthcare services for the people of 
Kuwait. 

Badr Al Samaa Group of Hospitals 
will provide high quality medical 
services to all patients at all times, 
by utilizing the latest technology, 
applying highest standards of medical 
care, and ensuring the best services 
with compassion and personalized 
attention.

The medical center has highly 
qualified doctors and staff in addition 
to being equipped with modern 
equipment. Moreover, it is fully 
functional with all specialties and 
departments capable of handling all 
patients on a 24 hour basis.  

Badr Al Samaa Medical Centre launches in Farwaniya

Kuwait apparently needs 
to boost its global appeal 

by attracting more visitors 
and making its business 
environment conducive 

to drawing in more 
international investments.
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Former Carmel School 
Principal Sr. Bernita 

passes away

Sr. Bernita A.C., who served as Principal of 
Carmel School Kuwait for 23 years before 

her retirement, recently passed away in India. 
She was well-liked by students, staff and 
parents, for her kindness and genial personality 
and will be deeply mourned by everyone who 
knew her.  May her soul rest in peace. 

OBITUARY

Durrar Toastmasters Club, Reggai, celebrated 
its second anniversary on 28 January at the 

American University of Kuwait.  It was a joint 
meeting with Durrar Gavels Club (a club where 
children between the ages of 12 to 18 years learn 
leadership and communication skills).

With a theme ‘Down the Memory Lane’, the 
meeting rekindled the happy memories of the 
members’ journey in Toastmasters.  

During the event, a variety of speeches were 
delivered, including one by TM Raj Dhanasekaran 
that encouraged the children to become 

Competent Communicators. The highlight of the 
evening was a second humorous speech presented 
by Gav. Milan, the 2016 Gavels Humorous Speech 
Champion, on the troubles of facing exams. 

The Durrar Toastmasters club also organised 
a Club Contest on 4 February in American 
University of Kuwait. TM R Sathyamurthy swept 
the contest winning the first place in all the 
four contests, while Toastmasters Aji Panicker 
(Humorous Speech), Baljit Singh (Evaluation and 
Table Topics) and Mary Mathew (International 
Speech) won the second prizes.

Durrar Toastmasters Club 
marks second anniversary

The husband of the Indian nurse stabbed 
in Abbasiya last week registered a formal 

complaint at the Indian Embassy against his co-
worker in a latest development in the case. Nurse 
Gopika was attacked last week while returning 
home and sustained injuries that had to be 
treated at Farwaniya hospital before her condition 
became stable.

Gopika’s husband Biju has alleged that his co-
worker, Prabhakaran Periyasami from Tamil Nadu, 
was involved in the crime. Prabhakaran, who worked 

as a technician at an automobile workshop, is alleged 
to have had an ongoing financial dispute with Biju.

The Indian Ambassador to Kuwait H.E. Sunil 
Jain has stated to local media that Prabhakaran 
left Kuwait for India within hours of the attack. He 
added that the case will be forwarded to the Indian 
authorities for further action and to bring justice to 
the victim.

On their part, the police have combed CCTV 
footage from the nearby shops and have identified 
similarities between the culprit and Prabhakaran. 

The victim has also pointed out the similarities of her 
attacker with Prabhakaran in her statement to the 
police.

Prior to recent developments, the authorities 
had considered the crime on Indian nurse Gopika 
a robbery attempt that was part of the growing 
criminal behavior in Abbasiya. The case gained 
attention with Indian External Affairs Minister 
Sushma Swaraj condemning the attack and 
requesting the Indian Embassy in Kuwait to pursue 
the incident with authorities at the highest level.

Husband files complaint against co-worker in Abbasiya stabbing

NSH, the single largest employer in 
the Middle East, organized an event 

to mark Kuwait’s National and Liberation 
Days that was attended by members 
of the Indian community, prominent 
figures and special invitees. Part of the 
celebrations was a cancer awareness 
event conducted by the well-known 
Indian oncologist Dr. V.P. Gangadharan.

The event was inaugurated by the 
NSH Vice President Sabu, who said that 
its aim was to help spread awareness of 
the causes and prevention of cancer. 

In his inaugural address, Mr.  Sabu 
mentioned that Kuwait is a great country 
to live in, and it created good conditions 
for a peaceful working environment. 

In his lecture on cancer awareness, Dr. 
VP Gangadharan described the importance 
of timely self-examination and reviewed 
the facts about cancer and its genetic 
roots. He encouraged women above the 
age of 40 to go for regular breast cancer 

checkups. The question and answer 
session at the end of the seminar cleared 
certain myths the audience held about 
cancer and addressed several queries.

There was also a cultural program 

organized by the community members 
and kids. Mr. Sabu honored Dr. V.P. 
Gangadharan with the 1st NSH Global 
Harmony Award - 2017 for his excellent 
medical service.

Prominent Indian oncologist honored in NSH’s
Kuwait National and Liberation Days celebrations

Ricky Laxa
Staff Writer

Philippines Overseas Labor 
office appointed a new Labor 

Attaché in Kuwait Atty. Alejandro 
Padaen. The New Labor Attaché 
was recently posted in Jeddah and 
Al Khobar in Saudi Arabia prior 
to assuming his new position in 
Kuwait. Padaen was in charge of the 
labor department in Saudi Arabia, 
where he was responsible for mass 
repatriation of a large number of 
illegal and undocumented Filipinos 
in Saudi Arabia. 

One of his many projects 
was the reemployment of 
undocumented Filipinos to Aba 
International, Abdulatif Jameel 
(Komatsu), Arabian Entertainment, 
Hill Metals Est., Marriot Hotel, 

Mesdaaq Furniture, NCT, Pinehill 
Arabia (Indomie) and Woodroc. 
These four companies participated 
in the jobs fair held at the premises 
of the Philippine Consulate General 
(PCG). He was admitted to the 
Philippine bar on 4 June, 1992. 

Philippines Department of Labor 
appoints new Labor Attache in Kuwait
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Indian diplomat's 
wife passes away

Nanditha Nair, wife of Vidhu Nair IFS, 
currently Indian Consul in New York, 

and previously Deputy Chief of Mission 
at the Indian Embassy in Kuwait, passed 
away on 27 February in New York. During 
her stay in Kuwait, the deceased was quite 
popular in social and diplomatic circles in 
the country. 

OBITUARY

The first-ever International Konkani 
Film Festival held in Kuwait was a 

celebration of the continued excellence 
of Konkani cinema. Held on 25 and 26 
February at the American International 
School auditorium in Hawally, the film 
festival saw the screening of a select 
number of Konkani movies, including 
Big Ben, Nirmon, Home Sweet Home-2, 
Enemy?, Noshibacho Khell, and Nachom-
ia Kumpasar.

Organized by Goan Cultural Centre 
(GCC), in association with T-Bush 
International Films and the Konkani 
Community of the Holy Family Cathedral, 
the festival saw the attendance of a large 
gathering of art lovers and Konkani film 
aficionados.

His Excellency Sunil Jain, Indian 
Ambassador to Kuwait, who was the 
chief guest praised the festival organizers 
and said that it was a delight to know 
this is the first international Konkani film 
festival and that Kuwait was hosting the 
event. He promised his continued support 
for Konkani art, language and films.

Religious clergy who were special 

invitees to the event included Fr. 
Antony Lopez, Fr. Franco Pereira, Fr. 
Xavier D'Souza, along with a number of 
dignitaries, personalities and artistes 
who were part of the films being 
screened at the festival. Speaking on 
the occasion, Carmo Santos, president 
of GCC expressed his delight at being 
able to unite Goans and Mangaloreans 
through the medium of cinema. “The 
real winner of this film festival is our 
mother-tongue Konkani, and the many 

talented, smart, innovative people 
involved in the field,” he said, adding, 
“I hope this event becomes an annual 
platform for Konkani film premieres and 
award ceremonies.”

In his speech, Mr. Santos thanked all 
the sponsors, supporters, volunteers, 
executive members of GCC, invited 
delegates, directors, producers, artistes 
and others who attended the festival. 
He singled out Tibush Rebello of T-Bush 
International Films for his support 

towards the success of the festival, and 
the Kuwait Church for its undivided 
backing towards the event. He also 
disclosed that funds raised from the 
film festival would be donated towards 
the construction of Bahrain Cathedral, 
dedicated to Our Lady of Arabia. 

A special massive LED screen and 
Dolby sound provided in the auditorium 
brought out the best from all movies 
screened at the festival. Kuwait-based 
filmmaker T-Bush who was in-charge of 

the technicalities, ensured each sound 
and image was reproduced with digital 
accuracy, just as the directors intended.

Special artifact mementos were 
presented to all the film delegates who 
attended from overseas. The festival, 
which was compered by Anjali Amonkar 
and Gasper Crasto, was a lively event 
that for many among the audience drew 
to a close too soon.

Report by: Gasper Crasto; 
Photographs: Pearl Vaz

Kuwait film festival unites Konkan community

The British School of Kuwait (BSK) recognized 
Kuwait’s National and Liberation Days with 

students from both the Primary and Secondary 
phases contributing to a golden performance in 
celebration of Kuwaiti culture. They displayed 
their talents through dance, song and unrivalled 
high spirits in the Shakespeare theatre at the BSK.

In the morning at Wembley playground, there 

was a special flag ceremony featuring the music 
of the junior development orchestra, and some 
musicians and singers rendering traditional 
Kuwaiti music.

The children presented the flag to Mme Vera Al 
Mutawa, MBE during the ceremony. The students 
sang, danced in the traditional Kuwaiti manner 
and poured forth their praise for the country. 

BSK celebrates Kuwait 
National and Liberation Days
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Comic Con Kuwait: The 
most popular pop-culture event in 
the world, Comic Con will be held 
from 9 to 11 March, at the Kuwait 
International Fairground, Street 1, 
Mubarak Al-Abdullah. The event is 
open to all. For more information 
and to book your tickets: Visit, 
www.comicconkuwait.com or call, 
65566046

Bark in the Park: Kuwait Society 
for the Protection of Animals and 
Their Habitat (K’S PATH) will be 
organizing Bark in the Park at KOC 
Ahmadi 2nd Avenue Garden, from 
11am to 4pm. The event will include 
doggy competitions, fun prizes, 
great vendors and a dog parade. The 
registration fee is set at KD 5 for 
adults and free for children below the 
age of 2. For more information and to 
register: Email to info@kspath.org or 
call, 50015454.

Romanian costume 
exhibition: The Romanian 
Embassy in Kuwait will be organizing 
its first exhibition at the Al Babtain 
Library in Kuwait City, at 6:30pm. The 
exhibition, held on the occasion of the 
International day of La Francophonie, 
will showcase the beauty of traditional 
Romanian costumes. The exhibition 
will be followed by a Romanian 
musical concert. The International 
Francophonie Day is celebrated by the 
77 member states of the International 
Organization of La Francophonie in 
honor of the French language and 
Francophone culture.

Dance for romance: Ahmadi 
Music Group will be organizing Dance 
for Romance at the private garden in 
Messila, at 8pm. The event will include 
outdoor live jazz, dinner and Dj. The 
Kuwait jazz collective will rock out 
with everything from Miles Davis to 

Henry Mancini, all in aid of live music 
performance in Kuwait. Get a group of 
10 friends for maximum fun and a big 
discount. For more information and to 
book your tickets: 
Visit, www.ahmadimusicgroup.com, 
or call, 66184192.

First RBK Spring Fayre: The 
Royal Britannia Kindergarten will be 
hosting a Spring Fayre (spring fair) 
at its location in Al-Siddeeq, Block 4, 
Street 401, Hawalli Governorate, from 
10am to 2pm. For more information: 
call, 98009696. 

Kuwait coffee 
festival: With 
an aim to bring 
together Kuwait’s 
Coffee Community 
to promote coffee 
excellence and enhance coffee culture, 
Kuwait coffee festival will be held 
at Al Shaheed Park, soor street, at 
10pm. The event is free and open to 
all. For more information: visit, www.
kuwaitcoffeefestival.com, or call, 
99994792

Music concert: Australian College 
of Kuwait will be organizing a music 
concert at its premises from 7pm to 
10pm. Doors will be open to the public 
at 6:30pm. At the concert, Freefall 
band will be sharing the stage with 
the talented Yousif Yaseen. Also, there 
will be The Juke Sound to setup the 
jukeshop and display all local music 
merchandise. Seats are limited. To 
reserve your seats: Call, 97300654 or 
60301233.

Burgers & Grills festival: 
This festival will be held at Kuwait 
International Fair ground, Block 
8, Mishref, from 2pm on 9 March 

to 10pm at 11 March. The event is 
conducted with an aim to gather all 

burger joints, both local as well as 
international brands. The event is free 
and open to all burger lovers.

4th Men’s International 
Volleyball Tournament: The 
British Academy of Sports (BAS) and 
Romanian embassy will be organizing 
the 4th Men’s International Volleyball 
Tournament Independence Cup 2017, 
at the BSK Campus Salwa premises 
at 2pm. The event will feature 
the athleticism of 12 countries. For 
more information: Call, 99458013 or 
E-mail, rak@bas.edu.kw.

LuLu-Phils International Exchange, Inc. a wholly licensed 
subsidiary of UAE-based LuLu International Exchange 

LLC, on Monday, 27 January, commenced operation of its 
third branch in the Philippines and first 24-hr outlet offering 
forex services at Terminal 1 of Ninoy Aquino International 
Airport in Manila. The new branch is also Lulu International 
Exchange’s 136th global branch.

The branch was inaugurated by Adeeb Ahamed, President 
and Chairman of the board of LuLu-Phils International 
Exchange, Inc. in the presence of Dante B Basanta, Terminal 
Manager, Ninoy Aquino International Airport, Surendran 
Amittathody, Vice President – Asia Pacific Region, Lulu 
International Exchange LLC, Sunil Kumar, GM, LuLu-Phils 
International Exchange, Inc., dignitaries and other senior 
management. 

Speaking on the sidelines of the inaugural function, Mr. 
Ahamed, who is also the Director of Lulu Exchange in Kuwait, 
said, "Philippines is one of the fastest growing economies and 
one of the most sought after destinations by tourists.  The 
need for financial services are also growing at an incredible 
pace. Recognizing the potential and need for those services, 

we are proud to open our first airport branch in Manila.”
“It has always been our endeavor to deliver the very best 

in service and quality to our valued customers in whatever 
we do. With this new branch, we now have 136 branches 
worldwide situated in the most convenient locations. 

By opening this branch, we aim to provide the best 
foreign exchange rates to tourists and locals alike,” added 
Mr. Ahamed.

LuLu-Phils International Exchange, Inc. 
opens first 24-hr branch

Minister of Oil, Electricity, and Water Essam Al-Marzouq on 
Thursday, 2 March sanctioned the new tariffs of electricity 

and water consumption provided for in law No 20/2016.
The price of a kilowatt for the investment and commercial 

sector will be five fils, and KD2 for a thousand gallons of water, 
the ministry said in a statement. The investment sector refers 
to apartment buildings, while the commercial sector refers 
to shops. As for the agricultural and the industrial sector, a 
kilowatt will be for three fils, and a thousand gallons KD 1.25. 

Other sectors, including chalets and stables, will pay 12 fils for 
a kilowatt, and a KD 2 for a thousand gallons. The statement 
noted that the cabinet had ordered the maximum tariffs to be 
applied on the government sector, 25 fils for each kilowatt and 
KD 4 for a thousand gallons of water. The law has exempted 
private houses from the rise in tariffs that will be enforced 
on the commercial sector on 22 May, the investment sector 
22 August, the agricultural and the industrial sector on 22 
November, then on the other ones on 22 February, 2018.

Ministry to introduce new electricity, water tariff
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The

47th Republic 
Anniversary message

Guyanese,

The forty-seventh anniversary of the Cooperative Republic of 
Guyana is a happy occasion to celebrate the uniqueness of 

our nationhood.
The achievement of Independence on 26th May 1966 gave 

us the opportunity to remember that the majority of our fore-
parents were brought to these shores, either as enslaved workers 
or indentured labourers, to toil on the plantations.

Independence reminded us, also, that it was their struggles 
– their resistance, revolts and riots on the plantations – which 
helped to make their descendants a free people and to make this 
country a free state.

The establishment of the Cooperative Republic on 23rd 
February 1970 intensified our efforts to unite our peoples into a 
plural nation under the inspirational motto – ‘One people, One 
nation, One destiny’.We, the Guyanese people – the descendants 
of the indigenous Amerindians and of those who were brought 
here from Africa, Asia and Europe – have welded our country, 
irreversibly, into a plural society.

The Republic guaranteed greater cultural freedom, 
encouraged diverse beliefs, respected differences of creed, 
culture, race or religion and entrenched constitutional protection 
to proscribe discrimination.

The Republic started the task of shaping a society that was 
culturally plural by promoting the unhindered celebration of the 
Christian, Islamic and the Hindu festivals. The Republic aspired 
to ensure that we would live together in harmony free from 
racial and religious conflict

This year is a particularly significant celebration for all 
Guyanese. It is the 100th anniversary of the ‘Abolition’ of Indian 
indentureship. It is an opportunity for the nation to celebrate the 
contributions of the Indian community.

Indian indentured immigration was introduced into 
British Guiana in 1838 and endured for nearly eight decades. 
Almost 240,000 persons were transported to these shores as 
immigrants, mainly to work on the sugar plantations, during this 
period.

Most of the indentured immigrants remained to make our 
country their home at the end of their contracts of service. 
They invigorated our cultural life with devotional festivals, 
colourful dress, tasty foods, vivacious dance, vibrant music, two 
great world religions – Hinduism and Islam – and other cultural 
retentions.

Indian indentured immigration reshaped our economic 
landscape by making an indelible mark on the cattle, coconut, 
fishing, rice and sugar industries. The Indian impact is visible 
on every aspect of national life – the arts, business, diplomacy, 
education, engineering, industry, jewellery, law, media, medicine, 
politics, the public service and trade unionism.

The Republic is committed to eliminating extreme poverty, 
eradicating inequalities; expanding the space for cultural 
diversity and enhancing the sense of national belonging.

The Republic is becoming a more socially cohesive country, 
one that: “… works towards the well-being of all its members, 
fights exclusion and marginalisation, creates a sense of belonging 
[and] promotes trust...”

Guyana’s various cultural threads have been interwoven 
into the tapestry of nationhood. We celebrate, today, our 
republicanism and our pluralism. We have achieved unity by our 
diversity.

I greet all Guyanese, at home across our ten regions and in the 
diaspora on this 47th anniversary of the Republic.

Long live our plural Republic!
Long live the Guyanese people!

I thank you.
President David Granger

PRESIDENT OF GUYANA

The Bulgarian Ambassador to 
Kuwait H.E. Alexander Olszewski 

marked his country’s National Day with 
a ceremony on 3 March on the embassy 
premises.  The National Day celebrates 
the country's liberation from almost 
500 years of Ottoman rule on the 3 
March under the Treaty of San Stefano.

Assistant Foreign Minister for 
European Affairs Walid Al-Khabeizi 
was the Chief Guest who attended the 
gathering of members of the diplomatic 
corps, senior Kuwaiti officials and 
Bulgarian nationals. 

Speaking to reporters on the sidelines 
of the function, Minister Al-Khabeizi 
pointed out the close relations between 
Kuwait and Bulgaria that have been 
growing since 1962.  

He mentioned that the signing of 26 
agreements on cooperation between 
the two countries have encouraged the 

progression of their mutual support in 
various fields and helped create common 
ground on various international issues.

Minister Al-Khabeizi also touched 
on the tourist aspect of the Kuwait-
Bulgaria relationship, stating that visits 
to Bulgaria rose to nearly 3,000 last year, 
as did the number of Kuwaiti students 
studying at Bulgarian colleges over the 

years. On investment cooperation, the 
minister shared that Kuwait Investment 
Authority (KIA) is considering a plan for 
long-term investments in the country, 
and hopes to tap into the potentials of 
trade exchanges with Bulgaria, an active 
member of the European Union and the 
NATO alliance.

Minister Al-Khabizi was also 
optimistic that Kuwait’s adoption 
of the e-passport system will help 
prepare the framework for allowing the 
exemption of Kuwaiti nationals from 
visa requirements in the Schengen Area. 
He added that the-passport system is 
one of the EU technical requirements 
for a Schengen visa waiver, not all 
requirements, he said, and Kuwait could 
move to facilitate the negotiations in 
this regard. A showcase of traditional 
Bulgarian music and dance was 
organized on the occasion. 

Bulgarian embassy commemorates
     country’s National Day

South Korean Ambassador
visits The Times Kuwait

H E Yoo Yeonchul Ambassador of the Republic of 
Korea visited The Times Kuwait offices recently 

and met with Managing Editor Reaven D'Souza. Various 
topics of interest were discussed including regional and 
international issues.

Vice President of the United Republic of Tanzania, Samia 
Suluhu Hassan praised Kuwait’s supporting role to her 

country’s vital humanitarian and aid projects through efforts 
by Kuwaiti charity organizations.

Tanzania hails Kuwait’s humanitarian efforts
The Vice-President 

made her remarks during 
a meeting last night, with 
Kuwait’s Ambassador 
to Tanzania Jassem Al-
Najem, and a delegation 
from Kuwait Red Crescent 
Society (KRCS) headed by 
its Chairman Anwar Al-
Hasawi.

She added that her 
country is keen on col-
laborating with KRCS and 
other Kuwaiti charities, to 
improve charity work, de-
velopmental, education, 
health and other fields. 
The Vice-President spe-
cifically pointed to the recent digging of 16 wells in the capital 
Dodoma which was undertaken by KRCS. “The drought season 
is sweeping through the African continent, particularly in Tan-
zania due to lack of rain, as a result it endangers lives of many, 
including animals, and plants,” she said.

For his part, Al-Najem said Kuwait would continue to 
play a leading role in humanitarian aid regionally and in the 
international arena. 

The ambassador also praised efforts exerted by KRCS and 
other Kuwaiti charitable organizations in providing assistant to 
Tanzania and its people.
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Direct-to-consumer
genetic tests

You can now have simple, inexpensive genetic 
tests done through the mail, thanks in large 

measure to recent scientific advances and falling 
costs of genetic sequencing techniques. You can 
now send saliva samples or swabs taken from 
inside your cheeks to companies that provide 
DNA tests and learn more about your health 
risks, inherited traits and ancestry.

Once the sample is tested, the company 
provides consumers with a report showing 
whether they are a carrier for any of over 35 
diseases, as well as information about traits and 
ancestry. Participants might learn, for example, 
that they carry a genetic variation for cystic 
fibrosis or hereditary hearing loss. 

This prior knowledge could be beneficial, 
especially in cases where carriers have the chance 
to pass along these genetic variations to a child, 
who could develop the condition if both parents 
carry and pass on the variation. Other tests 
might find that a consumer carries a genetic 
variation that increases the risk of breast cancer 
or Alzheimer's disease.

Some experts warn that this access to 
personal health data could negatively impact 
the traditional physician-patient relationship, in 
particular when it comes to interpreting results of 
such tests. However, in many ways the traditional 
physician-patient relationship has evolved over 
the years, with the internet and smart devices 
boosting patient-initiated health tests. Digital 
thermometers, blood pressure cuffs, blood sugar 
monitors and pregnancy testing kits now give the 
public direct access to health information.

In theory, understanding genetic risk could 
help guide life decisions, such as encouraging 
regular cancer screenings, a healthy diet and 
exercise to offset some genetic risks for some 
illnesses. At its best, direct-to-consumer 
genomics testing could eventually become like 
other forms of home medical testing — another 
way for people to take personal control of their 
health and wellness.

But many caution that in most cases, genomics 
data cannot serve as a guide to action. They note 
several areas of concern for consumers as they 
attempt to deduce their personal information 
without the help of a physician or genetic 
councillor, including a limited understanding 
of genetics, confusion about disease risk and 
anxiety caused by new information in the absence 
of guidance from a medical professional.

Rare Diseases Day, which is annually 
observed on the last day in February, 

provides us with the opportunity to raise 
awareness among health officials and the 
public about rare diseases, and highlight the 
impact such diseases have on patients and 
their families. 

With over 6,000 rare diseases reported 
around the world, and one in 17 people likely 
to be affected by a rare disease during their 
lifetime, ’rare diseases’ are apparently quite 
prevalent.

A rare disease is a condition, often caused 
by a genetic defect, which affects fewer than 
5 in 10,000 of the general population and 
includes diseases such as childhood cancers, 
cystic fibrosis and muscular dystrophy. 
Symptoms of rare disease can often be very 
serious, making patients very sick or causing 
disabilities that impact on how long they will 
live and their quality of life. 

The Middle-East region has one of the 
highest rates of genetic diseases in the world 
with an estimated 25 million people affected. 
The number of individuals identified with rare 
disease is continuously increasing because 
of high consanguinity in the region and also 
because of improvements in diagnostic 
methods at health care centres in the Arab 
world. For instance, in Kuwait, a recent study 
showed that an average of over 65 out of every 

1,000 diagnosed new born babies in Kuwait 
suffer from genetic diseases. Kuwait also 
has the world’s highest rate of Bardet-Biedl 
Syndrome, with1 out of every 13,500 infants 
affected. Bardet-Biedl Syndrome is a rare 
genetic disorder, which affects many parts 
of the body including vision loss, obesity and 
growth of extra fingers or toes. 

According to Lucy Jenkins, director of 
the Regional Genetics Laboratories and 
head of service for Molecular Genetics at 

Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children 
(GOSH) in London, research underpinned by 
translation into service is key to unlocking 
answers to many rare diseases and, in turn, 
this will help an increasing number of patients 
from the MENA region. 

With 75 percent of rare diseases affecting 
children and 30 percent of patients with rare 
diseases dying before their fifth birthday, a 
major frustration for parents is receiving a 
proper diagnosis. “In the future, we hope to 
see more rare diseases and genetic disorders 
mapped out through research so that clinical 
scientists can provide proper diagnosis for 
more families worldwide,” said Dr. Jenkins. 

She added, “With the nature of rare disease, 
it may be that one doctor, or one institution 
may only ever see one patient with a rare 
disease and so they don’t necessarily know 
what symptoms to look for which means 
children are left undiagnosed and therefore, 
untreated.”  She went on to point out that at 
GOSH specialists see children from all around 
the world, including 1,500 children from 
the Middle East. “By specialising in treating 
a number of rare diseases and investing 
in pioneering research, the cumulative 
experience builds up over the years, allowing 
experts at GOSH to diagnose conditions and 
care for children in a safer and more effective 
way,” said Dr. Jenkins.

Raising awareness of rare
disease in children

Stress and anxiety may increase your risk 
of becoming overweight or obese, says a 

new study on the subject.
Researchers at University College in London 

say they have found a link between high levels 
of the stress hormone cortisol and excess 
weight. However, they add that they are not 
sure which came first: greater body weight or 
the higher cortisol.

For the study, the research team analysed 
levels of cortisol in a lock of hair cut as close 
as possible to the scalp. This hair sample 
reflected accumulated cortisol levels over the 
previous two months, the researchers said.

Cortisol is the body's primary stress 

hormone, triggered when you have a ‘flight-
or-fight’ response to danger. It benefits you 
to escape danger, but if cortisol levels stay 
chronically high, it is linked to depression, 
weight gain, anxiety and other problems.

The study, which included more than 2,500 
adults, aged 54 and older, compared cortisol 
levels in the sample to body weight, waist 
circumference and body mass index (BMI), 
which is rough measure of body fat based on 
height and weight.They also looked at how 
cortisol levels related to persistent obesity.

Those participants with higher cortisol 
levels tended to have larger waist 
circumferences (over 102cm for men, over 
89cm for women), which is a risk factor for 
heart disease and other problems. People with 
higher cortisol levels also had higher BMIs — 
the higher the BMI, the higher the levels of 
body fat. Higher cortisol levels were also tied 
to greater obesity levels that persisted over 
the four years examined.

The link between cortisol and obesity 
was found for both genders. Nor did the 

researchers find age differences among 
those studied. Although the study found an 
association between cortisol and obesity, it 
did not prove a cause-and-effect link. The 
researchers also admitted that since the 
average age of the volunteers was 68, the 
results may not be the same in younger adults.

From the study, the researchers could 
not determine whether higher cortisol levels 
triggered stress eating, leading to obesity, but 
nutrition and weight experts know that many 
who are stressed do overeat.

Managing stress eating is complicated 
and what works for some may not work for 
others. Nevertheless it helps if we maintain 
a regular meal schedule so that blood sugar 
drops that trigger overeating can be regulated. 
Dieticians also recommend always putting 
food on a plate rather than eating right from 
a bag or box, so you know the quantity you 
are consuming. Also when eating, avoid doing 
anything else, Instead of clicking away on the 
mobile, checking emails, watching television 
or movies, focus on the food in front of you.

Stressed life could lead
to wider waistline
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With several dramatic mountain ranges, 
superb beaches, numerous historic towns 

and a web of working villages with traditions 
straight out of the nineteenth century, Bulgaria has 
a wealth of attractions crammed into a relatively 
compact country. More than anything else, this 
is a land of adventures: once you step off the 
beaten track, road signs and bus timetables often 
disappear, and few people speak a foreign language, 
but almost everyone you meet will be determined 
to help you on your way.

Sofia: With its drab suburbs and distinct lack 
of charming old buildings, Bulgaria’s capital 
city Sofia can appear an uninspiring place to first-
time visitors. However, much has been done in 
recent years to revitalize the heart of the city. Once 
you have settled and begin to explore, you will find 
that Sofia has some good suprises to offer. With its 
lush public garden and pavement cafes, on a fine 
day, Sofia springs to life. 

Plovdiv: With an easy grace, Plovdiv mingles 
invigorating nightlife among millennia-old ruins. 
Like Rome, Plovdiv straddles seven hills; but as 
Europe’s oldest continuously inhabited city, it is far 
more ancient. It is best loved for its romantic old 
town, packed with colorful and creaky 19th-century 
mansions that are now house-museums, galleries 
and guesthouses.

Black Sea Coast: Bulgaria's long Black Sea 
coastline is the country's summertime playground, 
attracting not just Bulgarians but tourists from 
across Europe and beyond. The big, purpose-built 
resorts here have become serious rivals to those 

of Spain and Greece, while independent travellers 
will find plenty to explore away from the parasols 
and jet skis.

Emen Canyon: Thrashing beneath lofty limestone 
cliffs, the Negovanka River has sculpted deep creeks 
and pretty waterfalls in this captivating nature 
reserve, 22km west of Veliko Târnovo. For soaring 
views across Emen Canyon, hike the Negovanka 
Ecotrail along 90m-high bluffs. The trail begins 
with a steep clamber up rocky steps from Emen 
Cave  to a spectacular vantage point over the gorge. 
The path then weaves among tree-shaded clifftops 
before a muddy descent to a 10m-high waterfall.

Tsarevets Fortress: The inescapable symbol 
of Veliko Târnovo, this reconstructed fortress 
dominates the skyline and is one of Bulgaria’s 
most beloved monuments. The former seat of 
the medieval tsars, it boasts the remains of more 
than 400 houses, 18 churches, the royal palace, an 
execution rock and more. 

Rila Monastery: Rising out of a forested valley 
in the Rila Mountains, Bulgaria’s most famous 
monastery has been a spiritual centre for 1000 

years. Rila Monastery’s fortress-like complex 
engulfs 8800 sq m, and within its stone walls you 
will find remarkably colourful architecture and 
religious art. Visitors cannot fail to be struck by its 
elegant colonnades, archways striped in black, red 
and white, and the bright yellow domes of its main 
church, beneath which dance apocalyptic frescoes. 
All of this splendor, against a backdrop of mist-
swirled mountains, has made Rila Monastery hugely 
popular among both pilgrims and curious visitors.

Bachkovo Monastery: About 30km south of 
Plovdiv stands the magnificent Bachkovo Monastery, 
founded in 1083. Most of the complex dates from 
the 17th century onwards, with the Church of Sveta 
Bogoroditsa (1604) as its colourful centrepiece. 
The church is decorated with 1850s frescoes by 
renowned artist Zahari Zograf and houses a much-
cherished icon of the Virgin Mary. More beautiful 
murals can be found in the former refectory.

Founders of the Bulgarian State Monument: 
Visible within a 30km radius, this tremendous 
Soviet-era monument was opened in 1981 to 
commemorate the First Bulgarian Empire’s 1300th 
anniversary. Enormous futurist sculptures depict 
Bulgaria's medieval rulers, and the complex 
includes the Balkans' largest outdoor mosaic 
triptych. Statues of Bulgarian khans tower 18m 
high around this angular complex, constructed 
with 50,000 cu metres of concrete and 2500 
tonnes of steel. 

Thracian Tomb of Sveshtari: The highlight at 
this Unesco-protected Thracian settlement is a 
nearly perfectly preserved three-chamber burial 
tomb from about 300 BC. The high quality of the 
construction, the fine artwork and reliefs adorning 
the tomb, and the exquisite burial gifts attest to 
the advanced state of the civilisation. Visitors are 
free to walk throughout the compound and visit a 
Muslim shrine from the 16th century. It is located 
about 8km from the town of Isperih, in the village 
of Sveshtari.

Archaeological Museum: Exhibits at this vast 
museum, the best of its kind in Bulgaria, include 
6000-year-old bangles, necklaces and earrings said 
to be the oldest worked gold found in the world. 
You will also find Roman surgical implements, 
Hellenistic tombstones and touching oddments 
including a marble plaque listing, in Greek, the 
names of the city’s school graduates for AD 221. All 
of the exhibits are helpfully signposted in English, 
with excellent explanatory text. 

Etâr Ethnographic Open-Air Museum: If ambling 
down cobbled lanes with a stick of halva in hand 
sounds like an agreeable foray into Bulgaria's past, 
a day in Etâr will delight. Nearly 50 shops and 
workshops cluster along the lanes of this historic 
complex, set between trees along a tributary of the 
Yantra River. Officially an open-air museum, Etâr feels 
like a movie set with its costumed performers and 

traditional handicrafts.  Etâr’s 19th-century National 
Revival–style buildings, gaily painted in peach and 
periwinkle blue, house the workshops of bakers, 
cartwrights, cobblers, furriers, glass workers, hatters, 
jewellers, leather workers, millers, potters, weavers 
and more.  Aside from shopping, it is possible to peer 
inside traditional cottages, watch an old sawmill and 
pause inside the Holy Epiphany Church, a replica of an 
1868 temple in Radovtsi village.

Summer Palace of Queen Marie and Botanical 
Gardens: At the far western end of the seafront, 
this palace was completed in 1926 by King Ferdinand 
of Romania for his English wife, Queen Marie, 
when Balchik was part of Romania. Size-wise, it is 
a relatively modest villa, though the architecture – 
a blend of local, Gothic and Islamic styles topped 
with a minaret – is unique. Behind the palace are 
the extensive botanical gardens. The complex also 
includes a water mill, a winery and the tiny Chapel 
of Sveta Bogoroditsa. The half-dozen or so rooms 
on show contain original furnishings, including 
paintings by Marie, and several photographs of the 
queen striking dramatic poses on the grounds. 

Great-value skiing, glorious beaches and marvelous monasteries
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The velvet trend is rising on its sophistication 
and elegance. Now you can even experiment 

with new silhouettes, fabrics and prints in your 
skirts or shoes.  Anything — and everything — is fair 
game. All you got to do is find your scene-stealing 
ensemble in this lux fabric that is guaranteed to 
put all the style points in your corner. Here are 
some secrets to wearing velvet stylishly.

Do gravitate toward rich colors: Velvet is at its 
most fantastic in rich jewel hues. You may even 
go for lighter tones, they are chic as well, and 
certain bright colored pierces lends a fabulous 
edge to outwear. For example, a golden kimono 
will help you nail that relaxed vibe. Alternatively, 
embrace your fun side in a vibrant turquoise skirt 
that is fit for parties. Jewel hues like deep blues, 
emerald greens, bold reds, and amethyst purples 
are fantastic choices for skirts, rompers or maxi 
dresses. For those who prefer it simple, black 
velvet is a classic shade, and is super flattering 
on a LBD. 

Seek out smooth velvet that looks classy:  It’s 
easy to find daywear pieces in crushed velvet, 
but be wary that such designs don’t look cheap. 
Always go for smooth velvet in the best fabric 
that feels luxurious. 

Velvet doesn’t need to be formal all the time:  
Though suits and dresses are some of the most 
striking garment, it doesn’t mean you can’t go 
for a casual look. Who says comfort and luxury 
can’t be one and the same? Some captivating 

Wonderful 
Velvet leggings or velvet dungarees are lazy girl-

approved.  Style ‘em up however you like with an 
oversized fisherman sweater or sparkly loafers for 
a consistently on-point look.

Another fun clothing trend is a velvet jumpsuit 
you can dress down with a slouchy top and slip-
on sandals to appear effortless. 

Let it play well with others:  Velvet fashion can 
be hard to pair with other styles if you don’t know 
what to look for. In this case, juxtaposition is a 
striking way to go. To offset the femininity of a 
velvet maxi dress, pair it with a leather jacket or 
throw on classy velvet outwear over your more 
edgy pieces. Don’t underestimate the styling 
value of velvet when it comes to mixing different 
fabrics, prints and styles in your ensemble. 

Velvet toppers will introduce flair:  Coats, 
jackets, and blazers are a great way to go if you 
want a dash of color or to spruce up a simple 
blouse and skirt.  It doesn’t get more chic than 
a velvet blazer that is guaranteed to turn heads, 
thrown over any outfit you own. Alternatively, 
step up your sartorial game in an instant with a 
pair of ultra luxe printed velvet duster coat that 
reads full-fledged fashion girl. 

Wear velvet as an accessory:  Velvet accessories 
like bag, boots, shoes, chokers and such have 
been trending for a while, and now is the perfect 
time to introduce some accessory into your 
fashion-forward style. Wardrobe conundrums 
do not exist when you have a pair of lace-up 
booties in velvet in your possession. Alternatively, 
you can parade in a fantastic scarf or purse all 
around town with leather leggings or a lace dress 
with bell sleeves.

LIFESTYLE

You never pass up an 
opportunity to do incredible 

nail art, and there are so many 
amazing manicures to choose 
from that will 100 percent get you 
in a great mood. However, while 
you are enjoying your manicures, 
you also do certain things that 
hurt your nail health. 

Perhaps you are now 
determined to stop biting your 
nails or peeling off your gel 
polish. Or maybe you just want to 
maintain your nail health or learn how to fake a just-
from-the-salon type of mani. Here are a few things 
you need to stop doing to your nails now to keep 
them in tip top shape.
Stop using your other nails as chisels to chip off 
your nail polish:  Anytime you purposely chip the 
paint off of your nails (whether it’s a nervous habit 
or you’re just finally over that burgundy lacquer), 
you chip away microscopic layers from your nail 
bed. This is bad for two reasons: 1) it gives your nail 
a rough texture even if you can’t see it with your 
naked eye, and 2) you can cause trauma to, and even 
chip or break the tip, of the nail that you’re using as 
the chisel. So, to keep from hacking away at your 
nail polish, keep individually wrapped nail polish 
remover pads in your purse or pick up a nail polish 
removing formula that takes lacquer off in seconds. 
Stop getting water-based manicures:  When you 
soak your fingertips in water to soften your cuticles, 
your nail expands. This normally wouldn’t be a 
problem, however, if you are applying polish before it 
shrinks back down, your lacquer will likely chip faster.” 
Rather than soaking your tips in water, apply oil or a 
cuticle removing formula on the skin around your nail 
bed, pushing back your cuticles with an orange stick, 
and then sweeping them away with a tissue. 

Stop getting acrylics:  Bottom 
line: acrylics are really bad for 
your nail’s health. Not only is the 
formula super-drying, because 
it’s actually suffocating to your 
nail bed, the application process 
can also cause indentations on 
your tips from all of the rough 
prep that needs to be done by 
the nail tech to get the acrylic 

to adhere to your nails. If you want to take your 
nail lengths to the next level while also keeping 
health risks at bay, try press-ons. They are way less 
traumatizing to the nail — and you can do them 
yourself.
Stop painting over oily nails: Sure, you want 
your nails and the skin surrounding your tips to be 
hydrated and hangnail-free, but applying polish over 
oily nail beds isn’t going to leave you with a longest-
lasting manicure. You want to start with the driest 
nails possible. After you have done all of the steps — 
gently filed your nails, safely removed your cuticles, 
and moisturized your hands with oil or lotion — wipe 
only your nail beds down with a nail polish remover 
wipe (or dip a cotton swab into some remover and 
clear away any oil that way. Then, start with your 
base coat, add polish, and finish with top coat. 
Stop painting on thick layers of polish:  Coating 
on a lot of layers means you will literally be watching 
paint dry on your fingertips for the next couple of 
hours, because they will take longer to fully harden. 
Plus, too many layers means your application 
could end up looking bubbly or uneven rather than 
smooth. To make sure your mani comes out looking 
professional, stick to two coats and allow proper 
drying time in between each one. 

Things to stop doing 
   to your 

nails
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Last week WhatsApp rolled out a 
new update that could threaten 

Snapchat's share of the mobile app 
messaging market.

With the new update, users can 
share photos and videos from their 
status area, and like all WhatsApp 
text messages, content shared 
through status updates is protected 
by end-to-end encryption, which is a 
key distinction between WhatsApp 
and its competitors.

Photos, GIFs and videos can be 
overlaid with drawings, emojis and 
a caption, and now can be shared 

via status for 24 hours before 
disappearing. The change in the app 
is a fundamental one. WhatsApp 
previously had been exclusively for 
texting. Now its users will be able to 
scroll through rich content.

The status upgrade will not replace 
the way a user's status is displayed by 
name in the app. A tab with a plus 
sign will be added to the interface. 
Tapping the plus sign will take you to 
the WhatsApp camera, and tapping 
that will take you to the rich content 
posted by your friends and family.

This latest update of WhatsApp is 

not only another example of Facebook 
playing catchup with Snapchat, but 
also one that could probably bury 
Snapchat

With over a billion users on 
WhatsApp, compared to around 150 
million on Snapchat, the Facebook 
owned messaging app could very well 
make Snapchat irrelevant by offering 
the same services.

Snapchat felt the sting of 
competition last August, when 
Facebook introduced Instagram 
Stories which mimicked Snapchat’s 
Stories. Since then, Snapchat's Stories 

feature usage has declined 20-30 
percent, while Instagram Stories 
usage soared to 150 million daily 
users.

Originally, Facebook left 
WhatsApp pretty much alone as a 
text-only messaging service, and 
focused on adding new bells and 
whistles features to its own Facebook 
Messenger app. But by adding story 
functionality first to Instagram 
and now allowing the sharing of 
photos and videos on WhatsApp, 
the company looks determined to 
undermine Snapchat.

New Whatsapp update challenges competition

A billion hours
of YouTube

viewed every day

YouTube watchers are now viewing 
more than a billion hours of videos 

every single day, the company has 
announced. To put these billion hours 
in context — it is the equivalent of 
watching more than 100,000 years of 
video footage, split between the millions 
of YouTube users across the world.

The company announced the figure 
in a blog post published last week, but 
said that the billion-hour milestone was 
actually reached last year. YouTube said 
that it was now focusing more on the 
length of time people spent watching 
YouTube videos, rather than the overall 
views a video received — an internal 
decision made a few years back that it 
said would help the company understand 
if users enjoyed a video in question.

The figure shows the continued 
growth of YouTube as new markets 
come online, but the platform is not 
without its problems. Some of its 
biggest names continue to rail against 
the service that made them famous, 
threatening to quit, or stepping away 
entirely. YouTube Red — the company's 
paid subscription service — is having 
trouble luring subscribers, too, with 
only 1.5 million people signing up as of 
late summer last year. 

In response, YouTube is making a set 
of changes in a bid to make its service 
more enticing, including the removal of 
un-skippable 30-second commercials 
as of next year.

Mobile system on a chip (SoC) is about to 
get a big boost in speed with Samsung 

announcing the launch of its latest chip the 
Exynos 9 Series 8895. The chip is supposed to 
perform 27 percent faster than its predecessor 
and consume 40 percent less power; it will also 
be the first from Samsung to support gigabit LTE, 
which offers much faster speeds on networks 
that support it.

The big gains come from Samsung shifting 
over to a thinner 10nm process for this chip series, 
allowing it to make a more efficient processor. 
That means Samsung is following right behind 
Qualcomm on the move from a 14nm process to 
a 10nm process. Qualcomm’s latest Snapdragon 
SoC, the 835, also uses a 10nm process and 
supposed includes speed improvements and a 25 
percent power reduction.

There is no good way to say which company’s 
10nm SoC will come out on top until they are 
checked out in real world applications. Top chips 

from Samsung and Qualcomm have tended to 
be roughly equivalent, with each performing a 
little better in some areas (be it battery usage or 
graphics) and a little worse in others.

The Exynos 8895 has an octa-core processor, 
and its GPU is supposed to include graphics 
improvements for 4K VR and gaming. Samsung 
says the processor supports video recording at 
120FPS 4K and cameras with a resolution up 
to 28MP. It also supports dual camera setups 

that allow for features like the iPhone 7 Plus’ 
portrait mode.

On LTE, Samsung says the chip is capable of 
doing 1 Gbps in download speeds and 150 Mbps in 
upload speeds. That is likely far from what you are 
likely to get in the real world when using a phone 
that has this SoC, but it is going to mean faster 
speeds, to some extent, regardless. Samsung 
achieves the higher speeds by adding support for 
up to five carrier aggregation — a carrier-side tech 
update that basically means the phone receives 
multiple data streams at once.

Samsung says the 8895 is currently in mass 
production, which means we should see it in a 
phone very soon. Chances are, that will be the 
Galaxy S8, which is supposed to be unveiled next 
month. Samsung tends to put Snapdragon chips 
in Galaxy phones headed to the US and Europe 
and Exynos chips in phones that end up in Asia, 
so the 8895 will likely end up in one model or 
another of the S8.

Samsung to launch faster Exynos 9 chip

Google is reportedly sending 
notices to developers of apps 

handling personal or sensitive 
data but lacking a privacy policy. 
The company informs them it is 
considering limiting or removing 
these apps from Google Play 
if they do not meet the User 
Data policy. Google has asked 
developers to fix the issue with 
their apps by March 15 or has 
warned that administrative action 
will be taken to limit the visibility 
of the app.

Google's latest move could 
be a big blow for half-baked apps 
that have made their way to the 
Google Play and handle personal 
or sensitive data. 

According to Google's User 

Data policy, developers have to 
be transparent how they handle 
user data (information provided 
by a user, collected about a user, 
and collected about a user's use of 
the app or device). It further adds 
that the app is required to comply 
with additional restrictions or 

procedures if required by an 
applicable law.

Google describes the ‘Privacy 
Policy and Secure Transmission’ 
in User Data policy, "If your app 
handles personal or sensitive 
user data (including personally 
identifiable information, financial 

and payment information, 
authentication information, 
phonebook or contact data, 
microphone and camera sensor 
data, and sensitive device data) 
then your app must: 

1) Post a privacy policy in both 
the designated field in the Play 
Developer Console and from 
within the Play distributed app 
itself. 2) Handle the user data 
securely, including transmitting it 
using modern cryptography (for 
example, over HTTPS)."

The move to remove apps 
that do not follow the guidelines 
set by Google will surely boost 
confidence in Android users which 
at times struggle to find the right 
app due to presence of fake ones.

Google Play to remove apps without Privacy Policies  
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